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They were young and brave Americans. In the 1960’s, they were sent to Vietnam 10,000 miles
away to fight against the communists and to defend the freedom of Southeast Asian countries in
general and South Vietnam in particular. Braving heat, humidity, bullets, mortars, bombs, they
fought not only against inclement weather and terrain, but also against tough opponents. Some
died, many got wounded, but the majority of them were traumatized by war injuries.
The locals had it rougher because it was their land and their freedom. I had a Vietnamese
friend who was a junior high student at that time. Failing his year-end examinations, he became
distraught and enrolled into the army. After nine weeks of training at Thu Duc Military School, he
was sent to a unit in the I Corps in central Vietnam. Six months later, we learned about his death
during a fight against the communists. He was just a teenager like us at that time.
SIGNIFICANCE
The lucky Americans—in terms of lack of injuries-- after a one-year tour of duty returned
home. Alas, they were treated not as heroes, but as “baby killers.” When Albert Nahas came
home from Vietnam in 1970, he went straight to the public bathroom at the San Francisco Airport, changed his fatigues into civilian clothes and dumped his uniform into the trash. He was
not ashamed of his service, but he had no illusions about his American fellows’ attitude toward
the war in Vietnam or the troops who served there. (1) No one talked to them. There was no
homecoming, no music, no party to thank them for their year-long sacrifice and their wounds,
physical or otherwise. They were mistreated in their own land. Memorials, too, turned out to be
different. While memorials for the other wars tend to show idyllic images carved in white granite, memorials of the Vietnam War depict realistic images of wounded or worried soldiers that
were carved in black granite.
There were a few thousands of Vietnamese in the U.S. in the 1960’s, but these were either
college students, families of the embassy staff, or soldiers who went to the U.S. for additional
military training. The bulk of the Vietnamese came to the U.S. in 1975 following the fall of Saigon. Having lost the war and their country, they took time to readjust in America. It was only in
the late 1990s that they were materially stable enough to think about doing something for their
American counterparts, like building a monument, to honor the sacrifice of these valiant men.
There were about 2,000 conventional memorial monuments, large or small dedicated to soldiers all over the U.S. and built by Americans for Americans. The first monument—the one in
Westminster, CA—built by Vietnamese to honor Americans took six years to be completed because of marked difference in opinions between the various working groups. But it was built by
Vietnamese-Americans with financial collections from the Vietnamese community to honor
Americans. The Vietnamese drew the memorials and sculpted the statues themselves. Lam Nguyen was the engineer while Tuan Nguyen was the sculptor for the Westminster monument. Both
Lam Nguyen and Tuan Nguyen gave their time freely to complete the project. As for the Houston
monument, Thong Pham was its sculptor.
Since the Vietnam War was a joint war against the communists with Vietnamese troops
fighting alongside the Americans, the builders also added a Vietnamese soldier to the American
soldier making this the first joint Vietnam War Memorial Monument built in the U.S. They also
added two flagpoles, one American and one Vietnamese. The latter with three red stripes on a
yellow background is called the Vietnamese-American Freedom and Heritage Flag. The yellow
flag won recognition in the 1990’s as the symbol of the immigrant community in Westminster,
Continue on next page
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CA. (2) This complex picture would help future generations grasp the complexity of the war and recognize the difference between freedom and communism. The South Vietnamese fought to preserve their freedom and their country South Vietnam
while the North Vietnamese’s goal was to wipe out the South and take over South Vietnam.
Ret. Lt. Col. Craig Mandeville, a Vietnam veteran said it best, “The end product
[monument] will provide closure for the majority of those opposed, but more importantly, it will provide our vets a welcome home [which they never had]. And for those who
were killed, it ensures they will not be forgotten…”
“…For the Vietnamese, it protects their flag, which they lost when their country was
lost. They lost their country… It is important to try to appreciate that loss and we can
help ease that pain when we have the flag of free Vietnam flying for them to see.” (3)
THE JOINT VIETNAM MEMORIAL MONUMENTS
While the U.S. built Vietnam Memorial Monuments showed only Americans, the joint
Vietnam memorial Monuments displayed both American and Vietnamese in action during the war. At the present time, there are six known Joint Vietnam Memorial monuments in the United States: 1) the most famous one is the Westminster, CA Vietnam
Memorial Monument; 2) the Houston, TX Vietnam Memorial Monument is the most
gigantic one; 3) the Orlando, FL Baldwin Park Vietnam Memorial Monument; 4) the
Wichita, KS Vietnam Memorial Monument; 5) the Utah Vietnam Memorial Monument;
and the latest addition, the Auburn, WA Vietnam Memorial Monument.
1. Westminster, CA Vietnam Memorial Monument
Asked why he spent so much time working on the monument, Tuan Nguyen the
sculptor who took two years to finish the bronze answered, “It is a way to pay our
respects and repay the soldiers who fought for our freedom.”
When it was unveiled in 2003, the 15-foot monument had already cost one million dollars. It was the first monument designed to honor both Vietnamese and
Americans: the 58,000 American and 300,000 Vietnamese soldiers who died during
the war against the communists.
The 3-ton statue located in the Sidney Goldstein Freedom Park, Westminster, CA
is surrounded by a black marble fountain and flags of the U.S. and the former
South Vietnam. The idea was originally conceived in 1996 by Westminster councilman Frank Fry, a World War II veteran. (4)
Engineer Lam Nguyen helped put together the granite, semi-circular waterfall and the
eternal flame in Freedom Park on All American Way. Anchoring the memorial is a 15-foottall bronze statue of an American soldier and a South Vietnamese soldier standing shoulder
to shoulder. The monument opened in 2003 with more than 20,000 people attending the
dedication. (5)
2. Houston, TX Vietnam Memorial Monument
To thank the American people and American soldiers, Thong Pham worked on two 27foot copper statues dedicated to the Americans. Originally from Hanoi North Vietnam, he
moved to South Vietnam in 1954 to escape the communists and in 1975 moved to the
U.S. following the fall of Saigon. He landed to Kansas City, Kansas where he taught
painting and sculpting. In 1987, he moved to Houston, TX, where he opened a shop at
Town and Country Mall. He donated his time but the cost of copper, building the bases
and hiring a crane to move the statues in position reached $325,000 for this monument.
(6)
3. Orlando, FL Baldwin Park Vietnam Memorial Monument

Continue on next page
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The centerpiece, on structural concrete and brick pavers, was a majestic 18-foot bronze statue of two soldiers–one U.S. and
one South Vietnamese–united in battle against Northern Communism. The monument was built inside the Baldwin Park in
Orlando. (7)
4. Wichita, KS Vietnam Memorial Monument
The Vietnamese in Wichita thought about building a monument with an
American—his arm resting protectively on the shoulder of a Vietnamese.
Some American veterans objected causing the monument to sit just outside
the John S. Stevens Veterans Memorial Park, set apart from the rest of the
memorials by a landscaped, six-foot earthen berm, with no sidewalk between. (8) In Kansas, even memorials had to be segregated.
5. Utah Vietnam Memorial Monument
Not much is known about this Utah monument.
6. Auburn, WA Vietnam Memorial Monument
The memorial design in the State of Washington features a Wall of Honor on the back side of a circular plaza, 50 feet in diameter. In the center of
the Wall of Honor will be a Vietnam veteran insignia (yellow, red, and
green), inscriptions and the image of a soldier engraved in granite panels.
(9)
Other monuments are in the planning stage including the Virginia Beach,
VA Vietnam Memorial Monument and the Leesburg, VA Vietnam Memorial
Monument.
Forty-three years after the war, Vietnamese-Americans are building joint
Vietnam Memorial Monuments to honor those who sacrificed themselves
to protect people’s freedom and self-determination. These monuments
are also for their children and grand-children so they “may learn the full
and true story of the Vietnam War and the many heroic acts.” (9)
The Vietnamese hope to build one more joint memorial monument in
each state to help heal the wounds of war in America.
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Vietnamese Community in New Orleans May be Fading
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/05/us/vietnamese-forged-a-community-in-new-orleansnow-it-may-be-fading.html
By Stephen Hiltner
May 5, 2018
NEW ORLEANS — Glancing at the street signs on a stroll through uptown and downtown New Orleans can serve as a kind of
shuffled-up history lesson. The references to French royalty, to prominent Spaniards, Creoles and African-Americans, and to
words derived from American Indian tribes betray a complex past, one indelibly linked to the array of cultures that have found
their way to the center of a city approaching its tricentennial.
But a handful of signs — Saigon Drive, My-Viet Drive, Tu-Do Drive — in Village de l’Est, a neighborhood at the city’s eastern
edge, some 15 miles from the French Quarter, hint at an immigrant community that, in many respects, has existed only on the
margins.
For decades, Village de l’Est has been home to several thousand Vietnamese-Americans — not the largest such community in
the country (those are found in California and Texas), but one of the most concentrated. Yet, “even here in New Orleans,” said
Cyndi Nguyen, seated on her front stoop, “a lot of people don’t know much about our culture.”
Like many of her fellow residents, Ms. Nguyen, who is 48, settled here with her parents as part of a wave of refugees who escaped from Vietnam beginning in 1975, after the fall of Saigon. (Many of the initial refugees were tied to the United States
presence in Vietnam, either as soldiers or civil servants. Others feared religious persecution.)
A large portion of the population here — including Ms. Nguyen’s father, 68, once a fisherman, and her mother, 65, who peeled
shrimp at a seafood company — was drawn to New Orleans by the promise of the southern Louisiana fishing industry, and with
sponsorship from the local Roman Catholic Church. And for the first 30 years, Ms. Nguyen said, the close-knit community existed in something of a cocoon, kept at arm’s length from the rest of the city by language and cultural barriers and by its isolated
location.
All of that changed in 2005. The devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina, along with a series of struggles in the hurricane’s
aftermath, forced the Vietnamese community to assert itself politically, starting with successful campaigns to restore city services to Village de l’Est and, more prominently, to oppose the establishment of a nearby landfill. Less than five years later, the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill — which affected the community disproportionately, given its ties to the seafood industry — precipitated another round of community activism and civic engagement that was centered on the creation of alternative economic opportunities and the pursuit of compensation for widespread loss of income.
Then, more recently, came another seminal event: Ms. Nguyen won a seat on the New Orleans City Council in last year’s municipal election. When she takes office on Monday, she will be the city’s first Asian-American council member.
Now, 43 years after the fall of Saigon and almost 13 years after Katrina, the Vietnamese enclave within Village de l’Est is changing, in some ways drastically, and many residents think the community is nearing another inflection point. Some of the strongest ties that once bound people together here — particularly the reliance on a shared language and religion — are beginning to
fray within the younger generations, many of whom are no longer fluent in Vietnamese and, following a general trend, are less
invested in the Roman Catholic Church. Greater access to education, and the subsequent job prospects that such access provides, are also driving younger Vietnamese-Americans increasingly farther from New Orleans East — especially in light of a
dearth of local economic opportunity.
Collectively, these changes raise broad questions about the life span of concentrated immigrant communities within the United
States, and about the seemingly opposing aims of maintaining rich cultural practices — often kindled by forms of isolation —
and providing for greater degrees of engagement and integration.
“It’s something we’re all thinking about,” said Lang Le, who is 49 and settled here with her family as a Vietnamese refugee in
1975. “My generation, we’re mostly still here. But the younger generations are moving out. They’re going to college, getting
their degrees, heading for Texas and California.”
And those concerns are influencing the community’s long-term outlook, along with its plans for the future, both large and
small. “We’re talking about investing tens of millions of dollars in a new church,” Ms. Le said. “But do we need to build a
church if 10, 20 years from now, the kids won’t be here to attend it?”
To be sure, Village de l’Est is still home to a vibrant array of Vietnamese traditions, many of which reContinue on next page
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volve around three cultural pillars: religion, family and food.
It’s hard to overstate the centrality of religious life. An overwhelming majority of the Vietnamese community here is Roman
Catholic, and the local church, Mary Queen of Vietnam, serves the residents in ways that extend far beyond the liturgical.
“All kinds of social issues come to the church, and to the pastor,” said Tony Tran, 54, a longtime parish coordinator. “Political,
social, medical issues — the whole nine yards.” In its early days, he said, the church even helped to educate residents about,
and translate, the state’s electrical codes.
The church hosts the community’s annual Tet festival, a celebration of the Lunar New Year — an event that includes firework
displays and dragon dances. The church was also instrumental in helping to begin a community development corporation,
MQVN, that since 2006 has advocated a range of development programs, including those tied to health care, education, housing, social services and economic development.
Among MQVN’s successful ventures was the establishment of a farming cooperative, Veggi, which helped provide muchneeded income to residents whose livelihoods were wiped out by the Deepwater Horizon spill in 2010.
“After the spill, a lot of people basically lost their jobs overnight,” said Khai Nguyen, 32, a program officer at MQVN, who estimated that a third of the community worked in affected industries — predominantly fishermen and shrimpers, he said, but
also restaurant owners, servers, seafood wholesalers and oyster shuckers. The organization raised money to help residents
build greenhouses and aquaponic systems. It also established a community farm on land across from the church.
“If you drive around here, most people are growing something in their front yards or backyard,” Khai Nguyen said. “So we recognized that a lot of people already had the commitment and passion for farming.”
Personal and community gardens aside, the community’s intrinsic connection to agriculture is nowhere more evident than at
its weekly farmers market. Beginning before dawn on Saturday mornings, residents gather in a parking lot to sell and barter a
range of products, from herbs (shiso, cilantro) and vegetables (kohlrabi, wax gourd, green onions, eggplant) to fish, shrimp and
poultry.
The produce is mostly laid out on the ground on mats or plastic sheets. Vendors sell homemade cooked food, too — sticky rice,
banh tet rice cakes, seafood dishes. Outsiders are welcome, of course, but shouldn’t expect any special accommodation; a vast
majority of conversations take place in Vietnamese, and often by necessity.
“The farmers, they grow everything in our own backyard,” said Thong Phan, a fisherman who, on a recent Saturday morning,
stood over a selection of dried shrimp, king mackerel and soft-shell crab. Part of the secret to their success, he added, lies in
the origin of the seeds, which, over the years, many residents brought from Vietnam
In spite of its robust agricultural life, the Vietnamese community in Village de l’Est faces considerable economic challenges.
“There’s just not enough business,” said Anh Hoang, who runs a grocery store, Minh Canh, that serves the local area. “Not long
ago, this whole corridor was full of Vietnamese-owned businesses — and it was fully occupied. But now the occupancy rate is
way down,” he said, gesturing across the street at a string of aging and shuttered businesses. And the declining economic
trends, he said, are at least partly tied to the community’s cultural shifts.
“As a culture, we used to be more family-oriented,” said Mr. Hoang, who opened his store in 2005 with his parents — refugees
who settled in Village de l’Est in 1976 and initially worked as food vendors. “Back then, the Vietnamese people here stuck together. But it’s different now. We’re transitioning. Every generation, it moves toward that American way, oriented toward the
individual.”
Aaron Truong, who owns a shopping strip and runs a dry cleaning business in Village de l’Est, attested to similar declines. “As
you can see, about 60 percent of the offices here are empty,” he said. “Nobody comes around asking to rent anymore.”
“There’s bigger economic opportunity elsewhere,” he said, “especially for younger people.”
Some of the successful businesses to have sprung from Village de l’Est are those that have integrated more broadly into greater New Orleans. Dong Phuong Bakery, for example, which supplies many restaurants in the city with bread for banh mi sandwiches, has gained national attention for its baked goods, most recently as a winner of a 2018 James Beard Foundation America’s Classics award.
More generally, the proliferation of pho and banh mi restaurants throughout the city, several residents pointed out, is proof of
the degree to which certain elements of Vietnamese culture are being integrated and assimilated into greater New Orleans.
(As is often cited, Louisiana and Vietnam are both onetime colonies of France, and French influences abound in both culinary
cultures. The po’ boy and banh mi, for example, share a common ancestor in the baguette; locally, banh mi is sometimes marketed as the Vietnamese po’ boy.)
But even in the food industry, the role of family can be a powerful form of inspiration, as is exemplified
Continue on next page
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by Namese, a Vietnamese restaurant in the Mid-City neighborhood. Built at the same location as a corner convenience store
run by Soi Tran, who settled in Village de l’Est as a refugee in 1975, Namese is now owned and run by Ms. Tran’s children, Hieu,
Loi, Vinh and Long Doan.
“We’ve inherited so many of our culinary traditions from our parents,” Hieu Doan said. “But our generation, we’re a little
more business savvy — and more willing to incorporate elements of New Orleans culture as well.”
“We grew up making, eating and selling gumbos and po’ boys,” he added.
When asked about the future of the Vietnamese community in Village de l’Est, residents offered a range of responses.
Some, like Aaron Truong, doubt the community will last another generation. “Down the road, 20 years from now, you’re not
going to see a whole lot back here anymore,” he said. “The people are going to end up spread elsewhere.”
Cyndi Nguyen, the councilwoman-elect, also thinks the community here may diminish — though she interprets it more positively. “We may spread out into other parts of New Orleans,” she said, “but in a way I think that’s good thing. That should be a
victory for us.”
“We didn’t come over here just to stay by ourselves,” she added. “No matter where I live, as a Vietnamese-American person, it
is my responsibility to keep up the traditions and the culture. I don’t have to live next door to a Vietnamese person to feel like
we have kept my culture intact.”
Surprisingly, some of the most optimistic responses about the community’s continued survival come from the younger generations. Tuan Nguyen, the executive director of MQVN, who is 37 and grew up in Village de l’Est, acknowledged that, even
though many of his peers had left, the community and its culture had a way of drawing people back.
“We may not become farmers or fishermen, but we do rotate back to those fishing grounds and growing grounds,” he said. “I
find myself wanting to be out on the farm, wanting to go fishing — not commercially, but to be out on the water.”
And there are few things his daughter loves more, he said, than spending an afternoon with her grandmother at Village de l’Est’s community farm.
“Somehow,” he said, “it all loops back around.”

United States Isn’t the Only Country Still Trying to Figure Out the Vietnam War
http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/159046

Tuong Vu

Forty years ago this month, the savage war in Vietnam ended dramatically with North Vietnamese tanks crashing through the
gates of the Presidential Palace in Saigon. As Americans continue to struggle over the legacies of the Vietnam War, it may surprise many of us that our former enemy who won that war is confronting a crisis over its meaning.
Ever since the end of the war, Hanoi leaders have sought to capitalize on their military victory to legitimize their rule. Every
year the event is celebrated with great fanfare, as “the day when South Vietnam was liberated and the country reunified.” The
victory on that day, Vietnamese are told again and again, epitomized the 4,000-year history of Vietnamese struggle for independence. Its greatness validated the eternal mandate of the Communist Party to rule the country.
Yet public opinion inside Vietnam about the meaning of the war has quietly shifted in the last two decades as Vietnamese
gained the freedom to travel abroad, as scholars gained access to previously classified documents, and as the internet broke
the government’s monopoly on access to information. The internet has been the government’s chief adversary more than anything else. Most Vietnamese were born after the war, and without the internet they would not have been able to know what
really happened during the war and in its aftermath.
No opinion survey on the topic is permitted, but one gets a sense of the public mood by following online discussions and by
initiating informal conversations with ordinary Vietnamese. Much to the government’s chagrin, Vietnamese now view the war
as a proxy war and civil war rather than one for national liberation and unification.
In fact, Mr. Le Duan, the leader of the Communist Party who is now acknowledged by historians as the primary architect of the
war effort within North Vietnam’s leadership, said in closed meetings that the ultimate goal of the war was to establish communism all over Vietnam. As recently declassified documents show, Mr. Duan repeatedly insisted that the war was fought not
only in Vietnam’s interests but also for the Soviet bloc.
Mr. Duan was no Soviet lackey. Recent studies by historians Lien-Hang Nguyen and Pierre Asselin show that he rejected the
advice of Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev who supported peaceful coexistence between the two Vietnams. In fact, Mr. Duan
ordered the arrests of many high-ranking Party members and hundreds of their supporters who opContinue on next page
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posed his risky military campaign known as the Tet Offensive. They spent years in prison, being accused of spying for the Soviets. This was the civil war in North Vietnam that was only recently revealed.
In this civil war, the enemies of Mr Duan and other fanatical leaders in Hanoi included not only their comrades but also North
Vietnamese landlords, industrialists, merchants, intellectuals, and even ordinary peasants. At least 15,000 landlords were executed during a land reform in the mid-1950s. Shops and factories as well as private newspapers were nationalized soon afterwards. Thousands of writers, professionals, and business owners who criticized those policies were sent to labor camps.
By the early 1960s, the free farmers of North Vietnam were no longer free. They were coerced into joining collective farms
which paid them barely enough to survive. They fought back with those “weapons of the weak” which are so astutely analyzed
by the political scientists James Scott and Benedict Kerkvliet: footdragging, petty thefts of public property, and destruction of
crops and livestock.
Radical communist policies were not implemented because Hanoi needed to mobilize resources for war. After the war ended
in 1975, the same policies were forced upon South Vietnamese as well. Truckloads of “books that spread decadent capitalist
culture” were seized and burned on the streets. Big businesses and factories were nationalized immediately, followed by smaller ones. The free farmers of South Vietnam, like their northern compatriots earlier, were forced to join collective farms.
It wasn’t just former South Vietnamese officials, but also many intellectuals, religious leaders, and entrepreneurs ended up in
“re-education camps” or “new economic zones” as well. The civil war in this sense did not cease in 1975, but much later, in the
late 1980s, when the Party abandoned collectivization, legalized private enterprises, loosened the ideological yoke on writers,
and lifted restrictions on international travel for ordinary people.
The greater freedom and comfort Vietnamese enjoy today came not from the end of the war, but from the end of the communist revolution in the late 1980s. The market reforms that the Party launched since then have been popular, but have ironically invited greater scrutiny into its past fanaticism. Numerous eyewitness accounts of the land reform, re-education camps,
and famished life in collective farms are now readily available online for those who want to learn more about that past. This
gives birth to the popular joke that “the longest and bloodiest path to capitalism is through socialism.”
In fact, Vietnam’s “market economy with socialist orientations” is making the Vietnamese road to capitalism longer and more
brutal. Market reforms have significantly lifted living standards, yet at the same time have fueled increasing discontent. The
Party has refused to return ownership of land to farmers, enabling officials at all levels to grab land to enrich themselves. State
corporations monopolize the rice export trade and make millions of dollars every year while farmers are forced to accept low
prices for their crops.
Except for a few honest leaders, the Party has morphed into a family-run racket. Children of officials, or the “red princes and
princesses,” are now routinely appointed to key positions early on to succeed their parents when they retire. This perverse
outcome naturally causes the war that brought the country under the Party’s control to be seen in a new light. As the popular
poet and once-People’s Army soldier Nguyen Duy wrote, “whichever side won in war, it is the people who lost.”
Nguyen Duy spoke for numerous other North Vietnamese intellectuals from military leaders such as the late General Tran Do
and Colonel Pham Que Duong, to scientists and scholars such as Nguyen Thanh Giang and Nguyen Hue Chi, to prominent writers such as Nguyen Ngoc and Nguyen Quang Lap, to young lawyers and doctors such as Nguyen Van Dai and Pham Hong Son.
General Do, the most “Bolshevik” among the dissidents, joined the communist party in his teens and was the commissar of
North Vietnamese forces in South Vietnam during the later years of the war. In the 1990s, he gave up hope on communism and
called for reassessing the communists’ contributions to the country, pointing to Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore, which
had achieved independence and economic prosperity without being led by a communist party. For his criticisms, Mr. Do was
expelled from the Party. At his funeral, the government even ordered thugs to harass the hundreds who came to pay their respects.
In a recent two-volume book about postwar Vietnam, journalist Huy Duc admitted that in hindsight it was the South that liberated the North, not vice versa. North Vietnamese lived in abject poverty caused mostly by their leaders’ fanatical policies, yet
many were led to believe that their socialist system was superior and that their Southern compatriots’ lives were much worse
under imperialism. What they saw with their own eyes in the South after 1975 liberated their minds from the web of lies told
by their leaders.
Mr. Duc grew up in North Vietnam during the war and once served as a captain in the People’s Army of Vietnam. He had access
to top Party leaders and their advisers, and maintained a balanced perspective throughout his book. Mr. Duc’s book, which
was published in the U.S. and sold on Amazon last year, created an immediate sensation inside Vietnam. It spurred lively online
debates for months afterward, and has received widespread acclaims from Vietnam experts.
Continue on next page
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Mr. Duc was close to the late Vo Van Kiet, who was Vietnam’s Prime Minister in the 1990s. During the war Mr. Kiet was one of
the top leaders of communist forces in the South. His wife and two children were killed during a bombing raid, yet he was
honest enough to have once admitted that the anniversary of the communist victory in April 1975 brought not only joy to millions of Vietnamese but also sorrow to millions of other Vietnamese.
Forty years after the end of the war, prominent Vietnamese from diverse backgrounds now feel that it was a costly mistake.
Of course, the Party would never admit that. A military parade is being planned in Ho Chi Minh City, formerly Saigon, to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the communist victory. We’ll have to see whether the show of guns can substitute for the
loss of mandate. As the symbolism of that victory has shifted, how long the regime will still be around to celebrate future anniversaries is another interesting question to ponder.

The Tet Offensive Was Not About Americans

Andrew West

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/01/opinion/tet-offensive-americans-vietnam.html
Capt. Tran Ngoc Hue was awakened by the sound of fireworks. It was 1968, at the start of the Tet holiday in Vietnam. Shaking
off sleep, he realized that the sound was actually incoming artillery, and that his hometown, Hue, was under attack. He bundled his parents, wife and daughters into the family bunker, kissed the girls goodbye, commandeered his father’s bicycle and
pedaled off toward the sound of the fighting. The Tet offensive had begun.
Tran, an officer in the Army of the Republic of Vietnam, linked up with one platoon of his command, the Hac Bao Company,
outside a nearby airfield, where he and 40 men managed to hold off the entire North Vietnamese 800th Battalion for several
hours. They then retreated through Hue’s alleys and byways, dodging larger and better armed enemy units, and linked up with
the command post of ARVN’s First Division.
Marooned in the northeast corner of Hue, the command post numbered only 150 men, mainly clerks, cooks and doctors. Tran
did what he could to organize a defense, but the situation was growing dire as three battalions of the North Vietnamese Army
joined the assault. The battle degenerated into hand-to-hand fighting, with the ARVN perimeter shrinking to a few small buildings before a relief force finally broke through.
Tran Ngoc Hue and his men had held out, but just barely. The fighting had been brutal; there were so many N.V.A. dead piled
up all around and festooning the barbed wire that their bodies had to be burned.
As bad as it had been, though, it was about to get worse. As part of the wider Tet offensive, two entire N.V.A. regiments had
seized most of Hue, Vietnam’s ancient capital, leaving only the First ARVN command post in the north and an undermanned
post of the Military Assistance Command Vietnam in the south holding out as islands in the military storm. The N.V.A. had
come to stay, and the struggle for Hue had just begun.
Confusion abounded in the American and South Vietnamese command structures; Tet had struck like a thunderbolt, and it
took time to sort out what was going on across the Vietnamese countryside. At first reinforcements trickled into Hue, but, as
the situation became clearer, ARVN units were called to the command post in the north, while American Marines linked up
with the MACV outpost in the south. With the imminent threat of losing the entire city having passed, thoughts now turned to
routing the North Vietnamese. Dug into the walls and towers of the Hue Citadel and transforming the buildings of the city into
a complex defensive network, the N.V.A. made ready to fight to the last man.
It took nearly a month of intense fighting in an urban hellscape to retake Hue — a victory symbolized by the recapture of the
Imperial Palace by Tran Ngoc Hue and the Hac Bao on Feb. 24, 1968. Tran and his men had been among the very few engaged
in the struggle from its opening moments to its bloody conclusion.
Chronicled in books and movies, the battle for Hue has rightly gone down in the lore of the United States Marines, who singlehandedly liberated the southern part of the city and fought an epic battle in the northern Citadel, with 147 of them killed in
action.
The South Vietnamese role in the fighting, though, is all too often missing from the story. In actuality, ARVN did the bulk of the
fighting in Hue, losing 357 in battle and killing 2,642 N.V.A. and Vietcong fighters. It was their city, their capital, their battle.
The struggle for Hue during Tet 1968 was arguably ARVN’s greatest victory of the war — a victory too often denied its proper
Continue on next page
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place in history.
The fighting in Hue, and the wider Tet offensive, is best understood in a Vietnamese context. The attacks were not, strictly
speaking, aimed at American forces; they were aimed militarily at ARVN, and psychologically at the South Vietnamese national
will. The American military fought gallantly as part of Tet, from Saigon in the south to Khe Sanh in the north. But, as in Hue, the
bulk of the Tet fighting fell to ARVN, with South Vietnamese forces suffering two-thirds of the estimated 12,000 allied casualties in the overall campaign.
Within this broader context, Tet was even more of a spectacular failure for the North Vietnamese on all levels. The Communists had long contended that ARVN was a puppet force that would collapse when faced with real military pressure. But
ARVN fought hard and well during Tet, besting the Communists at every turn. Making matters much worse for Hanoi, the
South Vietnamese had not risen up in support of the North even though the vicious fighting left 600,000 of them refugees.
With their Tet plan in tatters, the Communists were left to rethink their war effort, and their vision of what South Vietnam
really was.
Within the broader context of the Vietnam War, more than anything else Tet indicated South Vietnam’s resilience and military
competency after nearly 14 years of conflict. While ARVN usually receives little notice in the West, and is usually dismissed as
doomed to failure, the Tet experience hints at something deeper and different — a difference reflected in some perhaps startling numbers.
The Army of the Republic of Vietnam was huge, numbering over a million men toward the end of the conflict in a nation of just
18 million souls. During the war ARVN had over 200,000 dead, and perhaps four times that many wounded. About one of every five soldiers, or almost one of every 20 adult males in the country, was killed or wounded in service with ARVN. Such percentages would have resulted in the Americans having a military of over 11 million men and suffering two million dead in Vietnam.
Numbers and comparisons in such cases are always tricky and laden with complex meaning. But suffice to say that these very
basic statistics indicate that, while not always fighting well, ARVN fought long and hard in the service of its country. And the
number of men who served indicates that, while the South Vietnamese often chafed under the ham-handed rule of their government, there was a deep reservoir of military support for a non-Communist nationalism.
For South Vietnamese soldiers like Tran Ngoc Hue, the Tet
offensive was neither beginning nor end. Tran had entered
the Vietnamese National Military Academy in 1961, graduating and taking his first combatant command in 1963. Unlike
most American servicemen, whose tours of duty in Vietnam
lasted a calendar year, Tran Ngoc Hue endured a brutally long
war. He led his men into battle year after year until he was
severely wounded and captured by Communist forces during
the invasion of Laos in 1970. Tran spent the next 13 years
first in North Vietnamese prisoner of war camps and then
undergoing re-education. After his release, Tran spent the
next eight years living under close surveillance, a type of
house arrest. He finally emigrated to the United States in
1991.
Like any military, ARVN suffered from cases of poor leadership and was sometimes bested on the battlefield. But, as
perhaps best demonstrated by the fighting in Hue, ARVN also
included stalwart leaders like Tran Ngoc Hue and, more often
than not, defeated North Vietnamese and Vietcong forces in
battle. It was not foreordained to defeat. Instead, ARVN was
a complex institution serving a young and imperfect state.
Understanding ARVN’s true place in history, its real strengths
and weaknesses, is key to understanding the eventual outcome of the Vietnam War.
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Sam Oglesby

NY Times Dec 23, 2017
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/23/opinion/vietnam-tet-offensive.html
When the Tet offensive ignited South Vietnam on Jan. 30, 1968, American forces were taken by surprise. Every one of the country’s 44 provinces was hit in a stunning, coordinated attack that changed the course of the war. With so many American resources in Vietnam focused on
intelligence-gathering, why was the United States so clueless? My own experience with the United States Agency for International Development might shed some light on this lapse.
The weekend of Dec. 15, 1967, promised to be an interesting one. I had been invited by my French friend, Serge, to accompany him on an
inspection trip to a rubber plantation in Hau Nghia province that was part of the Société des Plantations de Terres Rouges network, a huge
French holding an hour north of Saigon. For decades Terres Rouges, along with the Michelin chain, had been jewels in the crown of French
colonial agricultural exporters. Now with the intensification of the American war in Vietnam, the plantation was in rapid decline, having
suffered from physical destruction wrought by herbicidal chemical defoliation — Agent Orange — as well as the bulldozing of large stands of
rubber groves that the American military claimed had served as convenient camouflage for Communist insurgents and the North Vietnamese Army. Serge had been tasked with determining whether the plantation should continue operating and, if so, what measures could be
taken to reverse its deterioration.
My interest in the plantations was both personal and professional. As a French speaker and a member of the provincial pacification team in
neighboring Binh Long province, I had been tasked with liaising with the French on issues of mutual interest, matters that were unfortunately overwhelmingly negative: the sudden appearance on the plantation of huge numbers of American military personnel and the disruption
and destruction their presence wrought — red-light huts sprouting up, the plantation hospital being thrown into disarray, a military airfield
extending into the rubber groves and, most significantly, the wholesale destruction of those precious trees that produced latex, the “white
gold” so prized in world markets.
My trip with Serge to Hau Nghia was strictly off the record. The French position in Vietnam was dicey. Barely tolerated by the South Vietnamese regime, the planters walked a tightrope of neutrality, since the rubber plantations were in rural areas controlled by the Communists. It was an open secret that the plantation paid “taxes” to both the government and the insurgents. Our destination, Hau Nghia, was
particularly insecure. While the government maintained a heavily fortified but very tenuous presence in the provincial capital, the Communists owned the countryside and the allegiance of the people. Their antigovernment position could be seen in the sullen faces that
peered at us. Usually playful and talkative, children in the street were silent and unfriendly.
With the Hau Nghia plantation in the hands of the insurgents, Serge said that extra precaution was necessary to preserve my “cover” for the
trip. Dispensing with my usual American-style khakis and denim shirt, I donned the French plantation manager’s “uniform” of white linen
shirt and shorts. As we approached the plantation office in our rickety Citroën, Serge cautioned me to keep my speaking to a minimum lest
my American-accented French give me away to the plantation labor union staff who were Communists. The day was spent touring the damaged rubber groves and hearing the demands of the labor union for a greater say in the running of the plantation. At midday, we were feted
with an elaborate French meal in the plantation club house. Even though they were operating in crisis mode with their plantation about to
collapse, a two-hour French lunch was de rigueur. We were told that N.V.A. elements were bivouacked throughout the plantation, poised
for attack at any time.
Thinking that the American mission, remote from the realities of the field, would be interested in an on-the-spot report of grim conditions in
a key province near Saigon that the Americans had labeled mostly secure, I wrote up a detailed report of my visit to Hau Nghia and submitted it to my boss, the senior province adviser, a seasoned Foreign Service officer who had encouraged me in my pursuit of “deep” reporting activities.

Trinh Xuan Thuan: Astrophysicist

In retrospect, I should have known better. My earlier efforts to put American intelligence operatives in touch with the savvy French planters,
a group of tough, intelligent types who included a fair share of battle-hardened former French Foreign Legionnaires, had fallen on deaf ears.
Barricaded in their compound with the noise of earsplitting generators blocking them from the real world outside and fed fabricated
“intelligence” by paid informers, the American intelligence team scorned any effort to provide real information as “tainted” and “French.”
But being ignored was not the end of it. Several weeks after my trip to Hau Nghia and the filing of my trip report with the embassy, I visited
Serge, who had not contacted me since our trip. Obviously upset, he told me that he had been informed by the political section of the American Embassy that I had filed a report on the trip, that I was not authorized to engage in such reporting and that I should not be taken on
trips in the future. My cover had been blown, and my relationship with my French contact totally compromised. My boss and I were speechless when we learned about this professional breach caused by petty jealousy on the part of an embassy bureaucrat who felt upstaged by
what my boss thought was creative undercover reporting.
Weeks later, I was in Saigon headed back to the States when the Tet offensive exploded, shattering the relative quiet of the status quo in
Saigon and changing the outcome of the war. Everybody in the American community seemed so surprised. I wasn’t. The United States had
reached that point of delusion in the Vietnam War where “seeing the light at the end of the tunnel” and listening to its own voice was easier
and more reassuring than facing the hard reality that “victory” was not possible.
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